Sparkling

Champagne
DELAMOTTE BRUT NV
(1006CB) One of the oldest Champagne houses, Delamotte’s wines remain hand crafted and of
fantastic quality.

SCAVI & RAY SPUMANTE, NON ALCOHOLIC ITALY
(1250EE) Fresh and fruity. The gentle vacuum-based dealcoholisation process preserves the
rich, round flavours.

LAURENT PERRIER ROSÉ BRUT NV
(1020CB) Classic Rosé champagne, showing ripe flavours of red berry fruits and a creamy finish.

PROSECCO, LYRIC EXTRA DRY NV ITALY
(17380) Light & highly drinkable, classic prosecco.

LAURENT PERRIER LA CUVEE BRUT NV
(1010CB) Delicate aromas of citrus fruits, underpinned by hints of white flowers.

ROSATO SPUMANTE, CECILIA BERETTA DOC ITALY
(1110CB) Pale pink, with fresh red berry aromas.

DOM PERIGNON
(1060CB) Rich in toasted nuts and candy liquorice. Dry yet silky soft, with notes of melon and crisp
citrus.

AMBRIEL CLASSIC CUVEE TRADITIONAL METHOD NV ENGLAND
(1201CB) This is an elegant English sparkling wine. Bright and fine, with ripe cox apple and
pear flavours.

CRISTAL LOUIS ROEDERER
(1070CB) Full-bodied, round and very complex, a perfect mix of ripe fruit and precise minerality. It
is silky textured, pure and precise, as well as powerful and expressive.

PROSECCO, CECILIA BERETTA DOC ITALY
(1130CB) Delicate fruit aromas and notes of sweet almonds on the nose.
SPARKLING DE LÉOUBE PROVENCE
(7200L) Fresh and fruity. The gentle vacuum-based dealcoholisation process preserves the
rich, round flavours.

White
MARQUES DE LA MUSA VIURA CHARDONNAY SPAIN
(2600CB) Refreshing and zesty, with flower blossom and citrus notes.
PINOT GRIGIO SANZIANA ROMANIA
(2520CB) Opulent aromas of grapefruit and peach, with fresh flavours of melon, apple
and zesty citrus.
SAUVIGNON BLANC PANUL CHILE
(2740CB) Exceptionally popular, vibrant Sauvignon Blanc. Zesty, herbaceous and
extremely refreshing.
CHARDONNAY EL CAMPESINO CHILE
(2730CB) A lively wine with bright stone fruit and a touch of creaminess on the nose
and palate.
VIOGNIER, TERRE DE LUMINIERE, ALBERT SW FRANCE
(2010CB) Elegant Southern French Viognier, offering outstanding value. Redolent of
acacia blossom and white peaches.
II BARROCCIO IGT BIANCO DI PUGLIA ITALY
(2510CB) This lively white wine is refreshing and bursting with flavours of white
peaches, pears and almonds.
CHENIN BLANC, LOWRY’S PASS SOUTH AFRICA
(2910CB) Great value, modern South African Chenin Blanc. Light, zesty and equally
enjoyable with food or on its own.
SAUVIGNON BLANC, CLOUD ISLAND NZ
(59720) Fruity, fresh and delicious expression of Marlborough Sauvignon.
SAUVIGNON BLANC, LOFTHOUSE NZ
(2806CB) Marlborough New Zealand Sauvignon at its best - grassy, fresh and
invigorating and rather too easy to drink.
PETIT CHABLIS DOMAINE MILLET BURGUNDY
(57005) A typical expression of Petit Chablis - firm and taut with layers of ripe fruit.
PICPOUL DE PINET DME DE MORIN LANGARAN SW FRANCE
(2030CB) Delicate and refreshing, floral and perfectly balanced with hints of citrus
and exotic fruits.

CHABLIS DOMAINE VINCENT DAMPT BURGUNDY
(2247CB) Pale lemon in colour, with green hue. The nose shows pure citrus and orchard
fruits. The palate has a crushed sea-shell minerality and rich creaminess.
BAKESTONE CHARDONNAY CAKEBREAD CELLARS USA
(2280CB) From legendary Napa producer Cakebread, comes their second label,
Bakestone cellars. Notes of sweet apples and honeysuckle combine with fresh citrus,
melon and pear.
MEERLUST ESTATE 2017 SOUTH AFRICA
(2915CB) Complex and appealing with pear, citrus and floral notes developing into
lemon cream, oatmeal and marzipan richness.
CLOUDY BAY SAUVIGNON BLANC NZ
(2820CB) The most famous name in New Zealand wine-making, combining mouth-watering
tropical notes with flavours of stone fruits and a pleasing minerality.
MEURSAULT CLOS DU DOMAINE HENRI DARNAT BURGUNDY
(2297CB) Rich, elegant Meursault, organically produced by innovative winemaker Henri
Darnat.
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET DOMAINE HENRI DARNAT BURGUNDY
(2278CB) All the usual elements are in place this year - the white flower perfume, textural
purity and fine mineral backbone
CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET 1ER CRU OLIVIER LEFLAIVE BURGUNDY
(2275CB) Rich and refined with jasmine and orange flower scent, Morgeot is a wine to
savour slowly.
HYDE DE VILLAINE CHARDONNAY 2012 NAPA, USA
(2282CB) Lustrous gold in colour, this has a delectable nose, rich in ripe stone fruit, warm pastry
richness and citrus refreshment.
MEURSAULT LES PORUZOTS 1ER CRU OLIVIER LEFLAIVE 2015 BURGUNDY
(2295CB) Rich, elegant Meursault, organically produced by innovative winemaker, Henri Darnat.

Rosé

MUSCADET SUR LIE JF GUILBAUD LOIRE
(2140CB) Made in the traditional way from the appellation’s best vineyard site, this
refreshing white will restore your faith in Muscadet.

PETIT BALLON GRENACHE BLEND ROSÉ SW FRANCE
(4165CB) Layers of fresh strawberries and cream, with supple tannins and lively acidity.

GAVI DI GAVI FRATELLI ANTONIO E RAIMONDO ITALY
(2545CB) Ripe pear and white flowers dominate in this elegant and appealing Gavi
di Gavi.

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ SANZIANA ROMANIA
(4160CB) Fresh well balanced and fruity with elegant floral notes and hints of pear and
apricot.

PAZO LA MAZA ALBARINO RIAS BAIXAS SPAIN
(2610CB) A refreshing, yet intense wine, combining delicate orchard fruits and citrus
fragrances.

HENRI GAILLARD CÔTES DE PROVENCE PROVENCE
(20174) Classic Provencal Rosé, with good fruit, clean and balanced acidity.

EGY KIS DRY FURMINT BARTA TOKAJI HUNGARY
(2760CB) Refreshing pear and lime on the nose. The palate offers incredible purity of
fruit, with flavours of yellow plum, green apple and lime.
SANCERRE CHAUMEAU-BALLAND LOIRE
(2120CB) Multi-award winning Sancerre from a passionate, winemaking family
dedicated solely to the pursuit of making perfect Sauvignon Blanc.
POUILLY-FUME LES CHAUMIENNES A&E FIGEAT LOIRE
(2130CB) Fossil-rich, flinty soil gives this zesty, mineral Pouilly-Fume its characteristic
smokiness.
SAINT-VERAN LES CHATENAYS DME CARRETTE BURGUNDY
(2260CB) The nose displays aaromas of citrus fruits, ripe apples and white flowers. On
the palate, supple fruit and a creamy texture.

SOURCE GABRIEL ROSÉ AOC CÔTES DE PROVENCE PROVENCE
(4170CB) Classic Provence Rosé - pale and delicate yet fruity, it’s a real crowd-pleaser.
Floral notes coupled with rich stone fruit.
TARDIEU LAURENT TAVEL VIELLE VIGNES RHONE
(4185CB) Relatively light in colour for Tavel, this wine has strong character. With a
beautiful array of summer red fruits, the wine is dry, complex and well balanced.
LOVE BY LÉOUBE PROVENCE
(7050L) This is a quintessential, dry Provence rose. Pale pink with attractive fruit flavours
of strawberry and white peach, fine overall balance.
SANCERRE ROSÉ DME TISSIER LOIRE
(4180CB) Mineral, subtle fruity Sancerre Rosé, from family run winery Domaine Tissier.
LE SECRET DE LÉOUBE PROVENCE
(7060L) A dry rosé wine, highly sophisticated style, made with an extra dose of Cabernet
Sauvignon from old vines.

Red
MARQUES DE LA MUSA TEMPRANILLO SPAIN
(3512CB) Intense and scented, with supple, ripe strawberry and liquorice notes.
PANUL MERLOT VINEDOS MARCHIGUE CHILE
(3620CB) Soft and fruity with layers of sweet red and black fruits.
SHIRAZ PUERTAS ANTIGUAS CENTRAL VALLEY CHILE
(3640CB) Deep garnet with purple hues, the nose shows vibrant red and black berries,
violet perfume and sweet spice.
SANZIANA PINOT NOIR ROMANIA
(3850CB) Layers of complex black cherry, raspberry and cinnamon with pretty fruit
cake and deep spicy notes.
II BARROCCIO IGT ROSSO DI PUGLIA ITALY
(3410CB) This opulent red wine is spicy and juicy, displaying flavours of plums and
ripe dark cherries.
CARBERNET MERLOT, AFINADO, CENTRAL VALLEY CHILE
(3630CB) From Chile’s Colchagua Valley, this juicy Cabernet-Carmenere blend is
packed full of smoky, black fruit.
CHAMUYO MALBEC MENDOZA VINEYARDS ARGENTINA
(3650CB) A juicy, supple wine with ripe summer fruits, herbs and warm spice.
50/50 RIOJA JOVEN BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3522CB) A vibrant, fruit-forward and refreshing Rioja made by the small
family-owned estate Bodegas Zugobar.
SORAIE IGT VENETO CECILIA BERETTA ITALY
(3465CB) This ‘baby Amarone’ displays intense aromas of prunes and wild cherries
with savoury toasted notes.
MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO ROCCASTELLA ITALY
(3413CB) An expressive wine with ripe, dark fruit and a lingering savoury spice.
CORNEY & BARROW CLARET MAISON SICHEL BORDEAUX
(3305CB) From the highly respected Maison Sichel, dark red fruits give a classic
smooth finish.
VALPOLICELLA CLASSICO CELILA BERRETTA ITALY
(3422CB) Rich, velvety and round on the palate, with flavours of black plums,
black cherry, vanilla and a moreish chocolatey finish.
PINOTAGE RHEBOKSKLOOF SOUTH AFRICA
(3810CB) Fresh, elegant expression of the idiosyncratic Pinotage grape, offering dark
ripe fruit, subtle smoke and ash.
FLEURIE GRAND-PRE LATHUILIERE GRAVALLON BURGUNDY
(3210CB) Pure and fresh, this Fleurie shows juicy cherry fruit combined with delicate,
but impressive structure.
CHÂTEAU LA COUROLLE ST EMILION BORDEAUX
(3362CB) Opulent cherried fruit with hints of mocha and dark chocolate. Sumptuous,
but with attitude.
BELEZOS RIOJA RESERVA BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3530CB) Bursting with ripe, dark fruit, balanced by complex savoury notes of leather
and tobacco.
DOUBLE TROUBLE SHIRAZ CABERNET BAROSSA BOY AUS
(3770CB) Aromas of dark chocolate and raspberry blend with earthy, forest floor
notes. Opulent blackcurrant meets subtle spearmint on the palate.
CHÂTEAU BARRAIL DU BLANC GRAND CRU BORDEUX
(3365CB) From a tiny estate in the heart of St-Emilion, this stunning wine offers
velvety dark fruits, with hints of tobacco.

CHÂTEAU LEOVILLE-POYFERRE, MOULN RICHE 2010 ST JULIAN
(3394CB) This second wine of legendary Leoville Poyferre is inviting, with warm cocoa,
steeped blueberry and blackberry.
AMARONE CLASSICO CECILIA BERRETTA CARRIANO ITALY
(3442CB) Spicy, dark cherry and mocha with fresh, wild berry notes and a long sophisticated
finish.
BAROLO LA TARTUFAIA GIULIA NEGRI ITALY
(3430CB) 150 years of experience producing top Barolo, this wine is dark and rich with sweet cherry.
PENFOLD BIN 150 MARANANGA SHIRAZ 2011 AUSTRALIA
(3780CB) From the greatest producer in Australia. Lush fruit layered with savoury notes and complex
sweet spice.
L’HOSPITALET DE GAZIN 2013 BORDEAUX
(3359CB) The second wine of Château Gazin has darkly rich fruits. Plummy and sweet with excellent
concentration.
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN DME ROSSIGNOL-TRAPET BURGUNDY
(3247CB ) Slightly smoky black and red fruit underscored by graphite minerals. The palate, similarly,
offers an array of fruit and flowers, with refined floral notes and a finely honed structure.
CHÂTEAU ROC DE CAMBES, FRANCOIS MITJAVILE 2011 BORDEAUX
(3357CB) Unctuous, supple, accessible and welcoming, this is opulent and ripe. Beautifully textured
and rich in plump cherry fruit, complemented by sweet oak.
CHÂTEAU DUHART-MILON 2ÈME CRU CLASSÉ 2010 BORDEAUX
(3395CB) Dense purple, with classic notes of cedar and lead pencil shavings, as well as bags of
blackcurrants and liquorice. Full-bodied mouthfeel, with fabulous precision and
density.
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN CHAMPONNETS 1ER CRU DOMAINE
DES VAROILLES 2009 ST JULIAN
(3250CB) This wonderfully mature, premier cru Burgundy features a palate of rich and ripe
with dark, creamy, supple fruit.
CHÂTEAU HAUT BRION, BAHANS 2005 BORDEAUX
(3398CB) An absolutely stunning second wine from first growth Haut-Brio. The 2005 Bahans displays
all smoke, gravel and chocolate notes along with ripe black fruits. Broad, savoury, rich and lush.
CHÂTEAU HAUT BRION, 1ÈME CRU CLASSÉ 2007 BORDEUX
(3399CB) Perfect poise and balance from one of the greatest Châteaux on Earth. Deep layers of dark
fruit and smoky notes. A superbly-crafted classic wine.

Pudding Wine
CHÂTEAU SEPTY MONTBAZILLAC FRANCE
(5110CB) Golden in colour, offers honeyed orchard fruit, nuts and citrus refreshment – equally suited to
rich savoury pâtés and cheeses as desserts.
STICKY MICKEY LATE HARVEST ERADUS (375ml) NZ
(5140CB) Appealing aromas of apricots, dried fruit and honey on the nose. The palate shows mango,
tropical fruit and melon flavours.
CORNEY & BARROW SAUTERNES CHÂTEAU D’YQUEM (375ml) FRANCE
(5130CB) Beautifully balanced wine which goes equally well with rich terrines, cheeses and desserts.
TOKAJI BLUE LABEL 5 PUTTONYOS ROYAL TOKAJ (500ml) HUNGARY
(5150CB) Sweet, rich and beautifully balanced, with citrus fruit and fine acidity giving a long, refreshing
finish.

Port

YALUMBA ‘THE CIGAR’ CABERNET SAUVIGNON AUS
(19281) Exceptional Coonawarra producer, fresh red fruits on the palate followed by
the melted chocolate texture of the soft tannins.
EDMEADES MENDOCINO ZINFANDEL 2014 USA
(3860CB) Tight, concentrated aromas of black fig and dark chocoolate meet beefy,
earthy and ripe berry flavours in this high-powered, concentrated wine.
ROUGE BY LÉOUBE PROVENCE
(7100L) The fruit of a textbook blending, you’ll never get tired of this red wine thanks
to its deliberate light touch gently dancing across your taste buds.
BELEZOS RIOJA GRAN RESERVA BODEGAS ZUGOBER SPAIN
(3535CB) Only produced during excellent vintages and made from 50 years old vines,
this elegant Gran Reserva offers tobacco, sweet spices and bramble fruit.
CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE CHÂTEAU BEAUCHENE RHONE
(3140CB) Ancient vines are used to make this concentrated and delicious
Châteauneuf-du-Pape,from the family vineyards at Château Beauchene.
CABERNET SAUVIGNON BAKESTONE, CAKEBREAD USA
(3852CB) From the top Napa producer Cakebread, the wine combines notes of
blackberry, cherry and soft sweet spices.

CORNEY & BARROW RUBY PORT (6110CB)
CROFT LATE BOTTLED VINTAGE (6135CB)
GRANT BURGE, 10YR TAWNY (57254)
FONSECA GUIMARAENS VINTAGE PORT 1998 (6155CB)
CROFT 1963 (6175D)

